ADDENDUM NO. ONE
September 23, 2015

This Addendum forms a part of the contract Documents and modifies the original plans and specifications dated September 14, 2015. Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum on the Proposal Form. Failure to do so may subject Proposer to disqualification.

Reference made to Specifications and Drawings shall be used as a guide only. When Specification Sections or drawings are issued, changes made in Specifications or on Drawings will take precedence over narrative explanation below. Proposer shall determine for themselves the work affected by Addendum items.

This Addendum consists of 1 page

Integrated Stadium Application
Pre-Proposal Meeting Participants

Fredrick Blocton  UpNet CSG  www.upnettec.com  651-792-5053
Nimish Shrivastava  www.embience.com  760 525-3568
Matt Pacyga  Slice Engine  mpacyga@cameraslice.com  503.680.3222
Chris Dill  Venues. Monetized.  Tim Prukop  VENUENEXT  tim@venuenext.com  703.424.3858
Karri Zaremba  Venues. Monetized.  Connie Klug  AT&T  csklug@att.com  515.327.4757
Dirck Schou  AT&T  Robin Weber  AT&T  dirckt@gmail.com
Sheila Maki  AT&T
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